
Vitamin All-in-one Liquid Soap

<Cleanse stress and Vitalize your day>
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• Company
Bokshouse offers eco-friendly and lucky items helping users to have better 
mood and live better life. 

• Brand

Shower could be routine or recharging time. For that, shower must be 

simple, clean, healthy, interesting and eco-friendly.  
Akkua cleanse from dirt to stress with special recipe and vitalize your day.  

Mission 
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Points 
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POINT 1. All-in-One

Give you Simple shower and leisurely morning with head-to-toe cleansing. 

POINT 2. Vegan Oil Based Soap

Oils from coconut, olive, jojoba and castor moisturizes your skin with deep 
cleansing. 

POINT 3. Vitalizing Recipe

Nourishing vitamin bomb(A,B,C and E) and 12 herb complex soothes your 
skin and vitalizes your day.   

POINT 4. 98% Naturally Derived

Naturally derived ingredients without synthetic detergent, foaming agent, 
preservative and chemicals are safe and healthy. 

POINT 5. Stress Cleanser

Natural scents and soft texture cleanse from dirt to stress while massaging 
your skin. 
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Feature 
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- content : 90 mL, 
- weight : 130 g
- size : 43 * 43 * 124 mm
- fragrances : fragrance free, grapefruit, apple mint
- material : bottle-PET, cap-PP, label-eco friendly coated paper
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Review 
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I have sensitive skin…
Perfect for my skin and Love 
deep cleansing. 

Rich lather and powerful 
cleansing…..
100% sure to buy again. 

Rewards
Satisfaction

Service
Satisfaction
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• Available for shampoo?
- It could be stiff when you rinse cause there is no synthetic

conditioning ingredients. But it’s perfect for scalp. 

• Shelf life?
- 2 years from manufactured date. 

• How many time we can shower?
- It could be very different depending on the users and 

conditions. Averagely, 175cm and 65kg male use 4-5mL per a 
shower and 22 times. 

FAQ 
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